Power and Objects in Portraiture

Paris Early Modern Seminar & London Renaissance Seminar
Keynes, Birkbeck School of Arts, 43 Gordon Square (am) and National Portrait Gallery (pm)

December 6
9.30 am-5.00 pm

SPEAKERS AND TIMINGS

9.30-13.00 PART 1: Keynes, Birkbeck School of Arts, 43 Gordon Square London WC1
Speakers: Robert Maniura (Birkbeck), Anne-Marie Miller-Blaise (Sorbonne nouvelle),
Matt Dimmock (Sussex), Karen Hearn (UCL, London) Ladan Niayesh (Paris Diderot),
‘Evolutions of the oriental carpet motif in state portraits: Tudor to Stuart’, Anne-Valérie
Dulac (Sorbonne Université), Mathilde Alazraki (Paris Diderot)

14.30 PART 2: Convene upper foyer National Portrait Gallery (to left of ticket desk)
ROOM 2 Eva Lauenstein (Birkbeck), Béatrice Fuga (Sorbonne nouvelle), Nicholas Thibault
15.30-15.45 ROOM 4 Clare McManus (Roehampton), Torben Lund (Birkbeck), Lauren
Working (Oxford), ROOM 5 Fanny Morasin (Sorbonne nouvelle)
16.30-: Discussion, Tea break in NPG café

The London Renaissance Seminar (LRS) is a forum for the discussion of all aspects of early modern history,
literature, and culture. It meets regularly at Birkbeck School of Arts, 43 Gordon Square. Anyone with a serious
academic interest in the Renaissance is welcome and no registration is necessary.

For further information about this seminar contact Sue Wiseman: s.wiseman@bbk.ac.uk and Eva Lauenstein:
lauenstein.eva@gmail.com. To join the LRS mailing list, please contact Tom Healy: t.f.healy@sussex.ac.uk. Twitter:
@LondRenaissance